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ORAPTER I

INTRCDUOTION

1. PURPOSES OF DAMS

Dame are the structures constructed for controlling the

flow of water in streams for the different purposes of util-

ities. They are built of varieties of materials, such as

masonry, loose rock, earth, timber, steel, or combinations

of these materials. Earth and masonry are, however, the

most common dam-bailding materials. Each of the two differ-

ent materials is again to comilland its merits in the con-

struction of dams. Low dams of great length are economical-

ly constructed of earth with concrete spillway on earth

foundations; while dams of ereat height, say, 130-ft. or

more, are constructed of masonry or solid rock foundation

with greater economy.

Dams are built for controlling the flow of water for

the following purposes:

A. Impounding Water. - Dams are built across streams

for impounding water in canyons or valleys during high water

seasons for use in dry seasons. The impounded water may be

used for hydroeleotrical development, municipal water suaply

irrigation, flood control or river regimentation.

B. Improving Navigation. - A series of dams (usually

dams of movable type) are sometimes built along the course

of a river to provide navigable water. Since the flow of

the stream is checked by dams, the desirable depth of the



stream is obtained to render navigation possible in the

stream (see The Location and Construction of Looks and

Movable dams on the Ohio River, Trans. Am. Soo. C. E.,

Vol. 86, p. 93).

C. Controlling Flood. 4. It is impossible for a.river

channel to pass, at every stage, the runoff of a drainage

area, so levees and dikes built along the banks of the

river are the most effective means of controlling flood

waters. But the problem of controlling floods may, due to

the physiographical feature of the drainage basin, be acit

vantageously solved by building dams for detention reser-

voirs, while the river channel is only required to pass a

predetermined flow of the stream as the maximum capacity.

The five detention reservoirs constructed in the Miami

Conservancy District, are examples of this kind (see Flood

Control in the Miami Valley, Ohio, Trans, Am. Soc. C. E.,

Vol. 85, p. 1503).

D. Diverting Water.- A quantity of the-flow of

streams is often obtained by building dams diverting part

of the stream flow to canals for use in other localities.

Good oombiaations are generally produced where the purpose

of impounding and diverting water is achieved under one

operation.

2. ADVANCE IN TNT' DESIGN OF DAMS.

A. Dams in Ancient Times. - Dams in ancient times

were constructed much like walls. From the remains of
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ruins in India and Ceylon one is told that dams were con-

structed centuries ago for storing water. The wall-type

masonry dams such as the Alicante Dam (Fig. 1) built in

1579-1594 and the Eche Dam (Fig. 2) in Spain, the Vior-

eau Dam (Fig. 3) built in 1833 -1838 and the Loopy Dam

(Fig. 4) built in 1776.,1782 in France (see The Design and

Construction of Dams by Wesmann, seventh edition, plates

XXII, XXIII, XXX, XXXI) may excite our admiration with

their great dimensions and massiveness With a moment of

consideration one can tell that their great dimensions and

massiveness not only represent an unnecessary amount of

waste of masonry, 'cut produce undue strains in the dams.

Before 1853, masoLry dame were built with purpose only but

without the correct knowledge of design. M. de Sasilly, a

French engineer was the first one who attempted to design

a dam by applying structural principles. The dam, assumed

safe, must meet the two following conditions:

1st. There must be no pressure in the dam beyond the

safe limit of the construction material When reservoir is

full or empty.

2nd. There must be no tendency for any portion of

masonry to slide on that below or on the foundation.

A few years lt;.ter, M. Delocre, another French engi-

neer developed the th=eory more fully while preparing the

plans of the great Purens dam, 183.7 feet high. In 1S31

Professor W. S. Rankine, an,Inglieh enoieer, was
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called upon to report the best form of a masonry darn to be

built for the city of Bombay, India. Besides the trapezium

law he established the well known "middle third rule." Up

to this. time the principles governing the design of masonry

dams had been well and logically established to assure the

safety of the design. If the designer observes those prin-

ciples, three conditions in the design of masonry dame will

be fulfilled:

let. No portion or *hole body of the dam shall slide

along any plane.

2nd. The dam shall not overturn about any plane.

3rd. No stress in the dam shall exceed safe limit of

the construction materials.

B. Types of Masonry Dam.

(1) Gravity masonry dam. - It is the type of dam

built on solid rock foundation to withhold whatever exter-

nal forces may be exerted on it. It is also the most com-

mon type built due to its permanency of design and simplic-

ity in construction. The only disadvantage in this type of

construction is that it requires more material than other

types.

(2) Arch darn. - This type of dam is built to advan-

tage when the valley is narrow and has good solid rock

sides where there can be no question of bearing the thrust

of the arch action. Whenever such a location is fortunate-

ly possible many cubic yards of concrete will be saved.
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(3) Hollow dam. - This type is selected for a site

where sand and gravel are not abundant in a reasonable dis-

tance or considerable uplift may be expected because this

type requires good quality of concrete but much less cubic

yards than the gravity dam, and the water under the dam is

easily drained. This type of construction, however, re-

quires reinforced concrete which is generally considered

not so permanent as plain concrete in hydraulic structures.

(4) Multiple Arch dam. - This type has practically

the same advantage and disadvantage as the hollow dam, with

more refinement in design. A still more saving in material

results from the use of this type, but the forms are ren-

dered more complicated.

The preference of one type to the other is based on a

number of comparative estimates such as the transportation

of construction materials, the abundance of sand and grav-

el near or remote from the site, forms for construction,

the character and shape of the site, labor, and the time

for completion.

G. General Principles Goverting the Design of Masonry

Dame. - Since 1881, principles governing the design of mas-

onry dams have been well established. Their fundamental

principles may be fully explained by the following consid-

erations:

(1) Masonry in the body of the dam is assumed homo-

geneous and rigidly elastic.
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(2) Applications of the laws of statics which are:

a. The summation of horizontal forces equal to

zero,

b. The summation of vertical forces equal to

zero,

c. The samation of moments equal to zero.

(3) The weight of any homogeneous body may be con-

siderably concentrated at the center of the geometric fig

ure of the body.

(4) The stresses in the dam must be within the safe

limits.

(5) In order that no tensile stresses should occur

in the dam the resultant force must fall inside of middle

third of the base. Let Fig. 5 (8) represent a rectangular

block one foot long with the reaction of its foundation as

shown. Fig. 5 (b) (c) and (d) represent the same block

with an additional weight on its top and the reactions as

shown.

Ps the weight of the block.

P" the weight of the additional block.

P the resultant weight of P' and P".

d the width.

e the distance of 0 from the center line of block.

For the convenience of illustration, let Pig. 6 (a)

represent a triangular section of a dam one foot long when

the reservoir is empty and Fig. 6 (a'), the sphce diagram
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of forces. Fig. 6 (b) represents the same section when the

reservoir is full with assumption of no uplift effect, and

Fig. 6 (b') the space diagram of forces. Fig. 6 (0) re-

presents a section of a dam when the reservoir is full and

the uplift effect is taken in consideration, which is as-

sumed equal to the full hydrostatic pressure at the heel

uniformly decreased to the hydrostatic pressure equal to

the back-water head at the toe of the dam. For safety

baseb must be increased from b to b' on account of the

additional overturning moment, while Fig. (c') shows the

apace diagram of forces. The proper profile of a dam can,

by those above mentioned principles, be determined with

major forces acting upon the dam. Sometime other minor

forces such as ice and earth back-fill pressure must also

be taken in consideration in the determination of the pro-

file of the dam.

D. The Design of Profile. - A triangular profile re-

presents the ideal conditions for determining the stresses.

One must bear in mind that the triangular profile does not

give a profile of least area. Moreover, the triangular

profile can hardly ever be realized in practice. There is

always a minimum width of the top to resist the ice press-

ure or the impact of floating logs. It le very often, if

not always, that the dam carries a highway on its crest.

The necessary width is also often reouired for the drainage

wells or the upper inspection gallery in the body of struc-
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Lure. It is, however, economical in masonry that a profile

has a top width of 10 per cent to 17 per cent of the height

(see "The Economical Top Width of loon -aver Flow Dams" by

William P,. Creaser, Trans. Am. Soc. C. E. Vol. 80, p. 730).

The dam, therefore, always has a considerable top width, in

consequence, renders the analytical solution of the econom-

ical profile complicated. The profile of the dam should,

also, have a curved down-stream face of proper steepness in

Order not to induce a too high inclined stress which may

endanger the dam.

E. The Model Studies of Dams. - Although the dams des-

igned by the middle-third rule have no tensile stresses on

the horizontal section as it is commonly believed, L. W.

Atcherley tried to investigate the stresses across the ver-

tical sections of the art near the toe. He conducted his

experiments with two wooden models of dams, one being made

of horizontal stipsgand the other Of,vertical strips. The

water pressure was reprejented by means of cords azd

wei6hts. The result of this experiment indicated the pre-

sence of considerable tension across vertical planes near

the toe of the structure (Abstract in Minutes of Proceeding

Inst.. C . E. Vol. CLXII, p. 456.)

Benjamin Baker experimented on model dams made of

stiff jelly. The results abtained by him showed that the

distribution of shear where the dam met rock was far more

uniform than parabolic, and the elastic deformation of the



dam was transmitted probably into the rock for a distance

equal to half the height of the dam before it became unde-

tectable (Ibid Vol. CLXII, p. 123.)

John Water Ottley and Arthur William Brightmore re-

peated the same experiment on model dams which were made of

plasticine and subjected to actual water pressure (Ibid

Vol. CLXXII, p. 92-3.) The following conclusions were

drawn from their investigation:

0(1) If a masonry darn be designed on the assumption

thut the stresses on the base are "uniformly varying," the

actual normal and shearing stresses, on both horizontal and

vertical planes, would be less than those provided for.

(2) There can be no t3nsion on:any plane at points

near the outer toe.

(3) There will be tension on certain planes other than

the horizontal plane near the inner toe (Ibid Vol. OLXXII,

p. 10500

'John Sigismund Wilson and William Gore experimented on

an India-rubber model dam (Ibid. Vol. CLXXII, p. 108.) The

same conclusions as drawn by Attley and erightmore were

drawn by Wilson and Gore as following:

"The crack was produced by excessive tensile stresses

at the up-stream toe.

Tension was not observed in & part of the dam or

foundations at the down-stream toe.

It is satisfactory to observe that on planes not near
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the foundations, the experiments do not bring out any

stresses that would indicate weakness in dams of the forms

represented by the models, and that the trapesium law may

be used with safety for deterwiaina the maximum stresses in

the upper part of a dam. (Ibida Vol. CLXXII, p. 1270"

In general, these experiments indicated that the ver-

tical stresses in any part of the dam, not too near the

foundation, increase rather uniformly from the up-stream

face to the down-stream face, and the vertical stresses

gradually decrease over the rest of the horizontal section,

so the vertical stresses on the horizontal section oalcu-

lated by the trapsium law give an excessive amount, an

error on the safe side.

The models built of plasticine, or India-rubber, were

a monolith of body and foundation. The stresses of the

model dams at the fmdation are almost uniformly distrib-

uted due to the comalicated effects of the foundation and

the body of the structure. The stresses at the joint of

the foundation can not be deter,;; ned very satisfactorily by

mathematical analysts.

iLe model dame of wooden strips prepared by Atoherley

are not considered proper to represent the masonry dam be-

cause the wooden stripe are not the material to represent

the masonry, while the model dams of stiff plasti-

eine, or India - rubber are not considered actually true be-

cause the monolithic conditions of the foundation and the
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body of the dam, which does not represent the conditions of

the actual dams.

F. Recent Practice in Dam Design. For high masonry

dams, the foundation must be of solid rock. The dam is

designed for the maximum water pressure and the correspond-

ing uplift for reservoir full and the conditions when the

reservoir is empty. Of course, the strength of foundation

and masonry, and a factor of safety are well considered.

Ice pressure may sometimes be required to be taken into

account in design for satisfying public opinion rather than

the engineering practice. Earth pressure and atmospheric

pressure are occasionally considered, but they are too

minor to affect the usual design. During the last 25

years, the provision in design of dams for uplift has

caused wide difference in the engineer's opinion. Some

engineers of conservatism consider a full hydrostatic

presiure acting uniformily under the dam, while some others

consider the ualift varying uniformily from a full hydro-

static head at the heel to a hydrostatic head of the tail-

race at the toe; some engineers consider uplift only acting

on certain per cent area while some others do not consider

it acting- at ?,11. They are all correct under their assump-

tions. How much their assumptions can be realized is quite

uncertain in each case.

The modern practice in design for uplift pressure is

to build inspection galleries in the dam, together with
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horizontal and vertical drains behind the most dense and

rich concrete of the upstream face of the dam. The portion

of most dense and rich concrete is from 15 to 20 feet thick

for the purpose of imperviousness. If any water should

seep through this portion of concrete, this water would be

collected in those drains. By such arrangement, the uplift

pressure is much reduced.

3. POUNDATIONS

The success of all engineering structures depends upon

the quality of foundations. The success of masonry dams is

more so dependent than all other types of the engineering

structures. The foundation for a maso ry dam of consider-

able magnitude should be of solid rock it possible. Engi-

neers should now oe fully aware of the importance of the

solid rock foundation in the construction of masonry dams

because of the frequency of failures of those dams which

were built on poor foundations. As in other structures,

two important factors which determine whether or not a dam

shall be built are the economics involved and the feasibil-

ity and safety of construction.

For the purpose of clearance, the study of foundation

may be divided in following steps:

A. The Choice of Location. - What first attracts the

engineer's mind is probably the narrow necks of canyons.

Then to use such places as central points, the engineer

should cast his considerations upon other factors which may
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affect the preference of one place to others:

(1) The character of the foundation and quantity of

excavation necessary.

(2) The suitable type of structure and amount of

construction material available should be thought over.

(3) The capacity and imperviousness of the resulted

reservoir should be studied.

(4) The relative location of the dam, above or be-

low, to a community should be considered.

(5) Water right, floatage and relocation of rail-

way, highway, bridges and other structures on the adjacent

lands should be considered in detail.

B. The Investigation of Foundation. - After one or

more sites are chosen investiations should be made in or-

der to expel' all doubts cr any guessing on the character

of the foundation. Then the design of the structure is

prepared according to the condition of the foundation. The

process of investigating a foundation consists of test pits

or wash-borings at rock surface and core drilling in the

rock. Sufficient funds should Le set aside for this pur-

pose. Costs in investigating foundation usually result in

a manifold saving of the cost of investigation on the whole

project.

0. Preparation of Foundation. - When a dam site is

finally chosen, excavation will be carried on to such a

depth that all loose materials are removed and the rook is
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strong enough to prevent the darn from sliding or overturn-

ing on the foundation. If the rock is seamy, it is very

uneconomicai to carry a general excavation much deeper than

is required to meet designed conditions. The desirable im-

perviousness of foundation is generally obtained by a cut-

off trench, cut-off wall and cementation as follows:

The trench from eight to' fifteen feet wide, if gener-

ally excavated to a depth of 20 feet or more, and at the

bottom of it, one or two rows of 2 or more inch holes are

drilled 5 feet apart to a depth of about 50 feet. These

holes are grouted with cement paste with grouting machines

under a pressure of from 100 to 200 pounds per square inch.

After holes are grouted, a few more holes are drilled and

tested by air or water under pressure to detect any leakage

in these holes. If so, more holes will be drilled and

grouted under the saae process until no leakage can be de-

tected, then the desirable imperviousness of the foundation

is finally attained. The trench filled with concrete is

generally called the cut-off wall. Just behind this wall,

a row of 2 inch drain holes, from 5 to 1) feet apart, are

drilled to the same depths as that of grout holes, and con-

nected to the lower inspection gallery. A foundation

should oe prepared with tr., distinct purposes: that the up

stream portion of about 20 feet be rendered as impervious

as practical, while the rest portion of the foundation,

stable aad manageable by drains.
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4. ARCHITECTURAL TRTATYENT

How many per cent may the pleasing effect of architec-

tural treatment bear on the total cost of a aaeanry damI It

is a question often asaed, whenever the architectural treat-

ment of considered. Many masonry dams for water supplies

or other purposes near the communities are built with more

or less amount of architectural treatment.< Due to the per-

manency of masonry dams, increasing of population, and fac-

ility of communication, even a masonry dam is considered to

be built now in a sparsely populated district, it also

should be built with a due amount of the architectural

treatment in harmony with the surroundings. A masonry dam

may be co sidered too massive for having any architectural

treatment. Just for this reason the architectural treat-

ment is applied to reduce the massiveness and to break up

the monotony of the large surface of the masonry dam.

The principal features of this type of architectims are

the simplicity, frankness and puraoses with which the pro-

per pleasing effect may be obtained end not affect the dig..

nity of the structure. From the principles of architecture

and character of this type of construction, the additional

cost due to architectural treatment on the total cost of

the whole structure is insignificant.

The places on a dam adaptable for architectural treat-

ment are along the top of the dam, gate towers, and at the

ends of the dam. Architectural features can not be univer-
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sally and unalterably standardized or formulated. The

pleasing effect in architectural fetures is produced in

such characteristic 'forme acceptable to the majority of the

public. Such forms are racial in characteristics and in

their variations they are national, sectional, and local.

5. ADEQUACY

Due to the permanency of the masonry dam, it should

be designed for the most severe conditions which may be ex-

pected with a reasonable safe margin, or factor of safety.

This factor of safety is deterained by the present know-

ledge on variability in the quality of construction mater-

ial and conditions of leads and forces to which the struc-

ture may be subjected. Considerations should also oe given

to the future development of a growing comaunity. It is

frequently desired that the aresent structure, designed

under present conditions, will form a portion of the pro-

file of future ones of much larger size as required by in-

creasing population in the community. With this in mind,

the engineer Should actually provide for such possibility

when he prepares the foundation and body of the structure

with a larger factor of safety than is required under the

immediate conditions.



CRAFTER IT

FORCES ACTING 0/ DAMS

6. WATTR ' {TS SURE

Water is derived from rainfall and accumulated through

runoff and seepage. It is the universal solvent. As it

flows over the surface or under the surface of ground, some

foreign material is carried with it in solution and suspen-

sion. Ocean water which invariably contains a certain

amount of salts and mineral matter in solUtion weighs abou*

64 lb. per cubic foot. Many river or lake waters contain a

large amount of clay and organic matter with some mineral

matter in form of solution or suspension. Since these sub-
stances are heavier than water, the weight of water is inf.

creased. The impurities contained in rivers, inland lakes

and ordinary ground waters do not usually add more than

one-tenth of a pound to the weight per curie- foot of water.

Pure water which has a ma2imum density at 39.3 degrees of

fthrenheit weighs 62.424 lb. per cubic foot. Since the ori.

dinary water is more or less imp.4rtk the weight of 6245 lb.

per cubic foot of water is usually adopted in the calcula-

tion of designing hydraulic structures. For most hydraulic

engineering purposes, water is considered homogeneous and

incompressible. These properties make very readily the

calculation of the forces of water acting on structures.

The force acting at any point of a structure is directly



( a )

Wa+er-tigh* Rock
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proportional to the depth of water at that point, and the

forces are easily represented graphically upon any knpwn

geometrical figure of a structure.

7. WATTR UPLIFT PriESSURI

Water uplift under any hydraulic structure follows the

hydraulic pressure and affects the stability of the struc-

ture. It is extremely diffictit to deterdne to what ex-

tent ae uplift may affect the stability of hydraulic struo

tureen such as the :varioue types of -the masonry dams. There

are, however, three conditions in'which the uplift may act

under the masonry dams;

let. Minimum Condition. - When a masonry dam is cond

s ruoted ox such masonry and on such a. rock foundation

which render the structure a water proof and monolithic one

If the Tvter were excluded from the structure, the uplift

is zero as shown in Fig. 7 (a).

2nd. Medium Condition. - If the foundation were smme

what seamed and the seepage may exit from the seams at the

toe of the dam as freely as it eaters the seams at the heel

from the reservoir then the uplift will be equal to the

s.L.tio head in the reservoir above the base at the heel and

gradually decrease to that in the down-stream pool at the

toe ad'shown in Fig. 7 (b).

3rd. Maximum Condition. - If the foundation were seamy

under the., dam with impervious rock at the toe where the

seepage water could not percolate away as it seeps in from
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the heel, the uplift under the base of the dam would be

uniformly equal to the hydrostatic head above the base in

the reservoir as sbown is Fig. 7 (c).

let and 3rd conditions probably never exist in prao-

tice due to the character of this class of material. Con-

crete is not water ?roof in nature while the rock formation

of a considerable area is hardly ever water tight. The and

condition is more often encountered in practice than these

foregoing two cases.

According to theprinciple of submergence a body when

submerged in water will lose an amount of its weight equal

to the weight of the water displaced by that body. The

principle of uplift pressure is analogous to the principle

of submergence, and may be represented by submergence of

thz.t part of the dam below the hydraulic gradient.

In rig. 8, let A represent the reservoir and B the

tank connected by pipe C of uniform diameter and slope,

while a and b are valves. In Fig. 8 (a) when the valvesa

is closed, no water flows in the pipe C. Ii. (b), the valve

c is opened, but the valve b, closed. The water in the re-

servoir A flows into the tank 138 and water surfaces in A

and B will be at the same elevation. In (o), the valve b

is also opened, and the water surfaces in A and B will be

at the different elevation. Neglecting minor losses, hy-

draulic gradient lines under these conditions may be drawn,

corresdonding with those conditions in Fig. 7. If the pipe
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0 is filled with pervious material of any kind, those same

hydraulic gradient lines as in Fig. 8 will be reproduced,

except that in (o) the difference in elevation of to ter

surfaces in A and B is much greater. The action of water

flowing in the pipes serves as an intelligent basis for the

discussion of water seeping through masonry or rock and

thereby the uplift effect.

Masonry is not water proof in nature for the cement,

gravels, *and or rubble absorbs water. There is also fric-

tion between the surfaces of any substance. Whenever and

wherever the water flows through or in contact with any

substance, such as pipes, sand, gravel, concrete or air, a

friction lose takes place. The friction at any point of a

channel may be considered as a check valve at that point

which retards the flow of water and builds up the pressure.

Although water is compressible under a very high pressure,

for an ordinary depth of water as dealt with in hydraulic

constructions the water is commonly assumed to be incom-

pressible. Rite obtained a reduction in volume of 10 per

cent for a pressure of e5,300 lb. per square inch, giving

a value of modulus of elasticity of 650,000 for this inten-

sity of pressure. This pressure would be equivalent to a

depth of about 28 miles of water. But for depths of water

encountered in dam design no account of the compressibility

need be taken.

From those facts as stated in the last paragraph, the
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particles of a masonry structure in water and some distance

above water due to the capillary action are enveloped by a

film of water besides the hygroscopic water. This film of

water in the masonry structure is connected with the parti-

cles of a body of water. Due to the friction between the

surfaces of substances, the nature of water and the incom-

pressibility of water under the ordinary pressure, the

particles of masonry at any point in the body of a masonry

structure are under a force of bouyancy if the point is be-

low the hydraulic gradient line in the body of the struc-

ture, so the part of the structure at any horizontal sec-

tion is subjected to a force of bouyancy represented by the

hydraulic gradient above that section. At any horizontal

construction joint or at the foundation, the uplift pres-

sure or the force of bouyancy, is very serious not only be-

cause the water percolated more readily than at any other

integral horizontal section, but also because these sec-

tions are not so well bonded is any other integral section.

A. The Theory of the NLine of Creeps. - It assumes

that the uplift at a point is reduced in proportion to the

distance the water must travel in reaching the point con-

sidered. The total distance traveled is called the creep.

This distance of the line of creep is considered as if the

length of a.pipe line. The longer the pipe line through

which the water must flow, the greater is the loss of the

head. Let Fig. 9 represent a reservoir A connected with a
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pipe line B, uniform diameter and level. The pipe line B

is connected with valves a, b, el and d. These valves are

opened one at a time. The water jet saouts vertically a

certain height, represented by the ordinates of hydraulic

gradient in Fig. 9 (a), (b), nd (c). In (b) and (c) the

dashed and dotted lines represent the hydraulic gradients

respectively for the particular case, and the dathed line

represents the hydraulic gradient as the case in (a), and

is superimposed Yn (b) and (c). The area between the super

imposed hydraulic gradient and the hydraulic gradient is

designated arbitrarily as positive when the Superimposed

hydraulic gradient is above the hydraulic gradient, and as

negative when the superposed hydraulic gradient is below.

If the theory of the *Line of Creep* should be applied

in the design of masonry dams, the positive area as in Fig.

10 (a) is *hat we are seeking for. The larger the positive

area for a certain cutoff wall, the greater is the economy

of the cutoff wall. It is evident that the cutoff wall

should be built as close 83 possible to the reservoir. The

same theory is applied to the theory of the "Line of Creep*

Fig. 10 (a) represents a section of dam, and (b) represents

the base ABODE of the dam developed, L is the total length,

H is the head, and x is the distance at any point from the

point A. According to the theory of the "Line of Creep ",

the uplift at any point would be equal to h(14). In (b)

only the hatched part of the triangle represents the uplift
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pressure effective for the rest of it is counterbalanced by

the weight of water in the reservoir. This theory is only

held true when the material under the foundation of a dam

is homogeneous, that is, the same amount of water percolate

through with the same velocity as if the water passed

through a pipe of uniform diameter and uniform smoothness.

If the material of the xt cf the foundation at the heel

is more pervious than at the toe of a dam, or the material

of the part of the foundation at the toe is more pervious

than that at the heel of the dam, the theory of the "line

of creep" gives an uplift too low and too high in value

respectively for these cases, so this theory cannot be re-

garded as the satisfactory means to solve the problem of

the uplift due to the complicated character of material

under the dam.

B. The Effective Area. - For example consider a con-

crete block resting upon sand, gravel or clay. As there is

a certain amount of voids in the sand, gravel, clay or con-

crete, thete must be a portion of the area of the concrete

block not in contact with. the sand, gravel, or clay, upon

which the water acts freely, and as the block is not float-

ing, the balance of the surgace must be in intimate contact

with the sand, gravel or clay, upon which the water does

not act. The effective area on which the uplift acts is

commonly stated in per centage of the total base area. Tor

the soil materials such as sand, gravel, and clay, the
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CALCULATION of EFFECTIVE

AREA

Weight of cylinder & conc., C = 44 lb.

Weight of wafer in cylinder = 7

Total weight, W = I 22

Area , A = 3.1416 x(I.04)2x = 08,5 sq.ft.

Uplift pressure = 2.3 $x62.5 =148.6 %q.ff.

PEA

where Pis The total uplift pressure and c

The percentage of effective area .

C - W 122
PA 148-6 x0.85 96'67°
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effective area is approximately 90 to 100 per cent accord-

ing to the test conditions (see *Hydrostatic Uplift in Per-

vious Soils* by H. Dc. B. Parsons, Proc. Am. Soc. C. E.

April, 1928, p. 941.)

An experiment of the effective area was made by the

writer between two polished concrete surfaces in the hy-

draulic laboratory of Oregon State Cdllege. The arrange-

ment of experiment is shown as in Fig. 11. Two con-

crete blocks with the same thickness of about 3 inches were

made. The smaller one had an .average diameter of 1.04 ft.

and theqarger, a diameter of about 1.5 ft. Both surfaces

of the two concrete blocks were polished with water and

oarborundum. The smaller one was attached to a galvanised

iroko,linder of 3 1/2 ft. high with an out side dig meter

the same as the smaller block, and a container with a

height of about 3 ft. and a diameter of about 2 1/2 ft. The

cylinder was set in place as shown and filled with water.

Then the container was filled with water and given time

enough to let the be still. The water in the cylin-

der just started to move. The calculation shows that the

effective area is 96.6 per cent of the total area. Al re-

gards this numerical value of the effective area there is

no confidence in its accuracy due to the lack of the pre-

cision of the means of measurement. But the writer is

tholloughly convinced by the observation in this experiment

that the arbitrary value of 33 or 66 per cent for the
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effective area is far from the truth. As the smaller con-

crete block and the cylinder weighed 44 lb. and the water

in the cylinder weighed 78 lb., the total weight was 122

lb. These two smooth surfaces under this weight, and, due

to elasticity of the concrete, must have been in contact

with a considerable per cent of their areas. According to

the engineer's opinion, the pressure does not act upon the

Portion of the areas which are in contact with each other.

From the observation of the experiment, this was not the

case. As it has been said that the concrete is not a water

proof substance and the particles in it are enveloped with

a film of water which becomes connected with the water out-

side of the concrete, the pressure is transmitted to the

interior of the concrete.

C. The Transmission of Uplift Pressure. - The effect

of the uplift pressure in masonry dints can not be so simply

determined as based on the eer cent void in concrete, or on

the ordinary conception of the imperviousness of a masonry

dam built on good rock foundations. The true solution of

the effect of the uplift pressure must be based upon the

behavior of the trnsmission of the hydro static pressure.

This is undoubtedly in an tntricate relation with the var-

ious forms of water, such as seepage water, capillary wat-

er, hygroscopic water, and coloidal water in concrete. The

seepage water is the only form of water the engineer has

ever credited to the effect of the upl.ft pressure in the
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masonry dams, while all the other forms of water have been

entirely neglected. The wide difference betweee the exper

imental -ad the cemmonly aseumed per centage marks the ex

istence of the nfluences of those forms of water. The

transmission of the hydrostatic pressure tales an insigei

ficant amount of water iu static conditions. The amount of

water in the form of capillary water, hygroscopic water, ard

poloidal water may be sufficient to effect the transmiss

ion. A cutoff wall of very dense concrete may help to re

duce the emount of the seep age we ter, but the amount of the

capillary water, hygroscdpic water and coloidal water may

not be affected at ell; so a cutoff wall of dense concrete

can not be coesidered es the effective method of renucing

the uplift pressure. If e system of drainage is construct

ed in theproper place of the upstream portion of the dam,

the seepage water is into rceeted and carried away. Of

course, the amount of seepae is increased due to the fact

of the sortening of the ,,Eith which the water h',J;.8 to seep

through, but the uolift pressure is very much reduced be

cause the amount of drained water breees the continuity of

the transmission of the hydrostatic pressure to that under

the dam.

D. Cutoff Will and Drainage. The combination of a

cutoff wall and a eystem of drains has beee discussed under

the heading of the ereoaration of foundation as the most

effective means to eliminate the uplift eressare in the
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dam. The cutoff wall and the system of drains are con-

structed with two different purposes in view: the former

is constructed to oreveot the ser.o,ge as much as possible,

while toe latter is constructed to accomodate the seepoge

as much as possible. The cutoff wall chould be built to

the upstream edge of the base of the dam, and the system of

drains is built just behind the cutoff wall. Cutoffwalls

are used in =Any existing dams. The advantages of differ-

ent places at which F. cutoff wall and n system of drains

moy be constructed are shown in Fig. 12. The most effec-

tive place for cos cutoff_wall is at the point

a. From the oresent standard prectiwe and the theory of

flowing water, any part of the bse of the dm ot the up-

stream side of the drains i.e assumed under an uplift pre-

ssure from the full hydrostatic head diminished to one-

half the full hydrostatic head or to the backwater head

which uniformly acts on the rest of the base of tie dam

from the system of drains.

The grouting, cutoff wall and drainage are becoming

the standard practice at present time in construction of

masonry &me. This method of reducing the uplift pressure

is not only more economicol in masonry thEn the usual way

of increosino the weight and dimensions of d. me, but also

more certain in action than the method of "Line of Creeps

or the effective area. Fig. 12 (e) shows the better aid

more practical arrangement of cutoff wall -nd system of
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drains to reduce the uplift pressure. (f) shows a much

better arrasgement of them to deal with the uplift pressure

because the weight of water acts upon the apron to counter-

act with the resultant uplift pressure under the apron,

thus the total amount of pressure under the dam is much re-

duced. Furthermore, stresses parallel to an inclined sur-

face are much greater than tLose to a vertical surfsce, and

is the stress is in compression (always so in the design of

the masonry dam) it helps to close the cracks in the mason.

ry. As Maurice Leh (Structural Esgineerins by Swain, 1927

McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, Vol. III, p. 482.)

suggested the line of resistssce for full reservoir should

e Sept within the downstream middle-third point far enough

to bring the upstream face of the 65J! under compression to

keep the horizontal construction joints and cracks tight in

order to prevent the water from entering them.

There is an important fact governing the arrangement

of cutoff walls and the system of drains. That is, the ve-

locity of the percolating water throe sh any part of the dam

into the drains should be kept low enough so as not to wash

out the fine particles of earth. If this occurs the channel

will gradually be enlsrged and as time goes on the cement

in the concrete is dissolved and washed away, and the ra-

pidity of fsilure of the dam is accelerated. This process

is called piping. Water is an universal solvent. The wa-

ter from runoff cr seepaE:e carries a certain amount of silt
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or minerals in solution and sus,,eesion, The system of

drains c,nd cutoff wall should m_intain such 4 relationship

that the seedaEe is kept so sr ,11 ndonly shall no

pipia6 occur, but also tht the silt carried in water may

be deposited in any part of the dam where see,)ae occurs.

As the .,ores in the concrete are filled by silt, ;1',d the

uplift t)ressure in the dem is 6raduzlly reduced.

One is not justified in 8,t,yint thatudlift pressure

does not exist in the meonry attms of Lord rock foundations

rrs because El number of existin &me where no cosidcr

ation of the uplift pressure in design was Liven ere sure

eessfully standing. This m; ,y be due to the fsdt of a too

1, ro factor of safety used in the deli n.

TO)1e I.

Dams in which no allowance wt'..s made for

uplift pressure.

New Croton New York 300 ft. 1892-1907

Titicus N 135 ft. 1690-1895

Although it is not advisable to desiEn concrete for t. king

tensile strest,, it is undoubtedly cepable of teiUni, some

tensile stress. For a masonry dam of any considerE,ble

height, the upstream face is usually inclined at the low

er part of the &ail in order to keep the line of resistance

for reservoir empty within the middlethird of the bee of
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any horizontal section, but in design, the weight of the

water above the inclined surface is generally neglected.

Dams are usually curved horizontally. The hydraulic ores-

sure is then resisted by both gravity and arch action, but

this arch action should not be considered in design then

the radius of the curve is not eufficiently large as cons.

pored with the thickness at the crown. to assure a Lood arch

action. Accordios to Dslocre, in order for a daci to act as

an srch, the thicknecs at the crown should not be greoter

than one-third the radius of the upstream fcel socordinc

to Fellestresu, one-half., It is *leo Often to neglect the

arch action when the radius of the curve is sufficiently

large for the sake of incresing factor of safety. The

factor of safety in construction of maeonry- dame is about

10 or more, so far as the vertical cooipressive stress in

concrete is coocerned. When dains are desined in observ-

ance of the middle-third rale, the factor of safety in re-

oistance of the overturning woment will be 2. Most dams

after completed are buck-filled to bcut one-third or even

more, of their hej4hts. These features as stoted augment

the factor of safety. Dams which are designed safe for the

vertical stresses and overturning moment are generally also

safe against Liding or the shearine, stresses at any joint

OT section. The friction coefficient used in masonry dam

construction is more or less based on two sc000thly polish-

ed planes of concrete. In actual work the surfaces at
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joints are made very rough, or the large stones project out

in order to increase the friction coefficient which will

assure a large factor of safety even when the reservoir is

full. Water works into the joints or the horizontal cracks

to reduce the weight of the dam 1.nd lubricate the joint.

When a dim is desi ned nd constructed on good rock

foundation and in accordance with the principles set forth

by M. de Sazilly and Professor W. S. M. Rankine, it will

also stand successfully when subjected to an uplift pres

sure from the full hydrostatic head at the heel uniformly

diminished to zero in 41-:tdition. The overturning moment and

the maximum stress at the' toe are mathematically investi

ted for both cases. For simplicity, the profile of the

dam is aEsumed to be triangular.

V the total vertical load.

w the weight of water at 62.5 lb. per cubic foot.

c the weight of concrete at 150 lb. per cu. ft.

E the height of the dam in feet.

b the width of the dam in feet.

R the resultant of forces acting on the dam.

Case 1. The Uplift Not Considered.

Taking moment about the downstream middlethird.

411.41..) .14e m 0
2

b=Fta
When c = 150 lb. :aid w = 62.5 lb.

t = 0.C45 H



Taking moment about the downstre:An middle-third,

.9.1p
s%0.8 H3

wHI 10.4 H37 3
The factor of safety

dae to weight of d=.

due to hydrostatic pressure.

of overturning moment will be

F/ 3a =
0.4 H

2.

The maximum stress at the toe of the dam will be de-

termined from the formula.

P = V +

where m a overturning moment.

y = the eccentric arm.

I a moment of inertia of the section.

m 5 .. 2612,2 ..24115..11

=5.2 H3

P = Q.645 cH
2

30.645H

5.2E3 24.6.4.1

P = 150

If H is equal to 200 feet high,

P = 30,000 lb. per sq. ft.

This was the working stress comi,only used in masonry

dam construction during the early days.

Case II. The Uplift Pressure Considered.

From Full Hydrostatic Head at Heel 7Iniformly Dimin-

ished to Zero at Toe of the Dam.
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Taking moment about the toe:

. 19.06113 due to hydrostatic and up-

lift pressure.

bu20.8H3
2 due to weight of dam.

Factor of safety tar overturning moment will be

mt 1.09
.06

The maximum pressure at the toe:

M izar,2
0.66454

0.645,,e0.645,
2 8

.7.36H3

P 2,4i4tari_,..
©

me 181 H

When H is equal to 200 ft.,

P is 36,200 lb. per sq. ft.

The workini, stresses are used at present days much

higher than this. 76,800 lb. per sq. ft. wa.> used in

Arrowrock dam.

8. ICE TPRUST

Ice forms on areservoir generally under a temperature

at the freezing point of water. As the temperature is get-

ting lower theice is getting harder and thicker. Iva con-
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tracts under a lower temperature and expands under a higher

temperature. In cold Wint3r when the contraction of ice

exceeds its extensibility, it forms cracks. Water will

nil in the cracks and freeze to form a continuous ice

sheet covering the reservoir. As the season is warmer, ice

expands and develops a thrust against the data and banks.

How seriously the ice thrust affects the stability of a

dam will depend upon the character and steepness of banks.

If the dam opposes a roci and steep bank at an ordinary

distance away, the dam may subject a thrust from the ice

during expension to crudh the ice, the crushing strength of

which varies between 100 and 1000 lb. per square inch, de

pending on the purity of the water and the method of ice

formation. If the banks are very gentle in slope and soft

in character, an ice sheet frozen to considerable thickness

will not exert much thrust against the darn before the ex

pansion of the ice is absorbed by the banks. A list of A

merican dams in table II shows the toe thrust allowed for.

In the design of three dams 47,000 lb, per linear ft.

has been allowed for the ice thrust which equals a hydro*.

static pressure of water 38 feet deep and which may be de

termined by the simple equation;

47000 ge,615x:

x = 38.8 feet.



Darn

Table II

Location

Wachusett Boston

Olive Bridge Catskills

Kensico New York

Croton Falls N

Cross River N N

Ice pressure lb.
per linear pnk.

47,000

47,000

47,000

50,000

24,000

35

New Croton none

If it is desirable to know the overturning moment in

terms of the depth of water, it can be easily determined

by trial. The depth of water required to produce the same

amount of overturning moment as produced by that allowed

ice thrust approaches to the depth of water required to

produce the some allount of hydrostatic pressure as the

allowed ice thrust, as the height of the dam increases. The

season when a dam is subjected to the greatest ice thrust

is generally the season of the lowest water supply in the

reservoir. It is, therefore, desirable to determine how

many feet the highest water surgace in the reservoir must

be lowered in order to resist the moment produce by the

allogved ice thrust. For a dam of a)o feet high and an ice

thrust of 47,000 lb. per linear foot, ad an illustration,

et the w&ter will be drawn off each year during the winter

37 feet lower than the highest water surface in the storage
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reservoir, the dam will then be strong enough to resist the

overturning moment produced by the ice thrust about the

base of the dai while the depth of water to produce a hy-

drostatic pressure of 476CW lb. per linear foot will be

38.8 feet.

The base of a dam of a triangular profile for the

horizontal hydrostatic ,.)-ressure only is:

ID 0.845H

For a dam of 200 feet high,

b * 129 feet

If the ice thrust of 41,00i lb. is allowed at the

highest water in the reservoir,

b = 136 feet.

From the rou6h estimate, a dam of such height, if the

ice thrust can be entirely avoided by some other way than

gravity, will be saved 230 cubic yards of concrete for

each foot 1FAIgth of dam. It pays well to use a floating

device to prevent ice thrust. Floating troughs are made of

metal sheet and filled with oil, so they will float on the

water surface of the reservoir, about one foot under and

above the water surface .ind a. few feet away from the dam.

The ice sheet will 'oe separated by the troughs which will

serve the expnsion Ants of the ice when it is warmer.

The troughs will not only do away Edith ice thrust on the

dam, but also render the opportunities possible to deter

mine the true ice thrust in field. Such data would be very
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valuable for enineers for future references.

9. ATMCSPHERIC PRESS' RE

Rhen at4osiAleric pr.essure is exerted on every square

fdot of the surface of a dam, it will not effect the stabil

ity of the dam; but it will affect the stability when there

is an open space between the downstream fece of the spill

way and lower nappe, Ahere the air ie not freely admitted:

The curve path of the uappe varies as the head, which

varies as the condition of water in the reservoir. The

head raust be estimated on the beses of maximum flood condi

tion.and the discharde opacity of the spillway.

The curve of thn lows aappe may be determined by

equations of elementary hydraulics under theoretical con

ditions. This will serve as a euidaLce to the desitner

for determinia., the best curve of the downstream face of tie

spillway of an overflow dam for a riven set of conditions.

From the elementary hydraulics, the mean velocity and its

positions for the nappe over a weir can be determined, so

that the curve of the lower nappe may be closely determine.

ed for the practical use. In rig. 13

ac = H, the depth of the water over the weir.

d = the depth of the water at which the mean

velocity occurs.

h = any depth of the water.

t = time in seconds.

In the discussion, the friction and velocity of ap
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proach are not consithred. The velocity at any point of

the section ac will be

.470.

The velues of v are from 3 toVeeh which will be represeet

ed by the area abc. Since ac is perebolic, the area is
3/2

equal to 2/34LX. The mean velocity will be 2X42ji,

and it is also equal toArra therefore

d et 4/9 H.

In Fie. 13 a filamect of water is teeen at 4/9 H deep

where the weae velocity of the aeepe occurs. Neglecting

the discharge friction and velocity of approach, the fila

ment rill leave the seillwey at point 1 at a velocity,

41-37-Tili, and et a. horizoetal direction, s the spillway is

in a vertical pl:-ne. As soon the filament leaves the

spillway, it beg ins to travel with a. downward component of

the velocity caused by the force of

Let x and y ee the abecisee 41 ordinate respectively

of any eeint ie the at of the filament with point 1 as

the oriein. The horizontal space x at any time t will be

uniformly represented by the equation,

x = vt (1)

while the vertical educe y will conform to the law of fell..

bodie

y * (2)
2

eliminating t eetweee these two equations and substituting

v for 2/3/20



(3)

"Z9

The theoretical o;Lth of the mean velocity will be de-

termined by equations (1) and (3) . From this curve, the

curve of the lower rIppe 41,,y be obtained in the relation-

ship of depths of the mppe perpendicular to the direction

of the wean velocity. Zr practice, the curves of the mean

velocity and the lower cappe are influenced by friction,

velocity of approach and contraction (the last in y be a-

voided entirely by design.) The velocity of the nappe is

accelerated as soon as it leaves the spillway o,s shown at

different sections in the nappe.

Due to the friction of the sujioundi g air atld the

attraction of macs, the cross-section perpendicular to the

direction of the path of the na7ope dlminishes u.s the time

increases. We may consider ihot AC path of the nappe is

cony r6ing toward the center line. From this assumption

the pLth of the lower uaooe way be determined. The rela-

tioneoip between the cross-section and velocity is

alvim aaves a3v3. . . . . . . where a and v are the

cl'oes-section and velocity at different positions of the

nappe.

If atmosphere cah not be supplied to the space between

the lower nappe and the dam, the friction of the moving

water surface of lower nape entrains the air in the space

and carries it away. A partial vacuum will result. This



fact causes the nappe to move toward the dam and an acount

of water to raise a depth h indicated in Frs. 1:3, in order

to restore the equalibrium conditions as a result of the

reduction of atospheric pressure. The area. cc of the dam

is under a pull equivalent -to h feet of water over the area

toward. downstream. A certain .mount of v:.ouum is reached,

which causes a. break in the sheet to admit the air, end

atmospheric pressure in the space becomes normal again.

The repetition of this procece is periodical and sometimes

in very short durations wich cause stron6 vibrations of

the dam. This may in come caes be felt several hundred

feet away. These vioretions will loosen the dam from the

foundation and between 1(Ante.

If air holes are not considered sufficient or practi

cal to prevent the vacuum effect, for a long spillway or

overflow dam, the face of the dam should be so shaped as

to lie above tr;e lower nappe, which is determined 4n the

bases of the maximum flood condition and the spillway cap

acity. For some practical exmples, reference should be

made to Ghepter VII, on ,'The Den of Solid Spillway

Gravity Darned by WIliim P. Creaser (Masonry Date, John

Wiley rIci Sone, New York, 19170

10. EARM PRT.SSURF

Due to deep excavation for solid rock foundation and

for purpose of stability, many masonry dame, when completed

were bc1filled with excvating matrials to about 1/4, to
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1/3 of their height. Some German ctAns 1.1.e -oeen back,fil1 .

ed and pved with stones on the tOL to about 1/2 the height

at upstream side. Such features should be taken into con-

sideration in the design of dame. The filling resulted

from the excavation at a dam site consists of different

materials such as Land, gravel, rotten rocks, eto. The

weight per cubic Coot of such evrterials varies as their

proportions in the mixture. Under water, each solid par

ticle of the filling loses a weight equal to the weight of

the displaced volume of vater. If the material, for ex

s.mple, has a dry weight of 120 pounds per cubic foot 4-Ad 30

per cent of voids, then a cubic foot of the materil will

weigh 120 62.5 (1 3.3) ec 76.25 pounds

Some earth material as sand or silt becos4es fluid when

eaturated with water and will ue treated as water in the

design of a dam, but when materials as silt, clay, sand,

gravel, nd rocics, aTe mixed together, they will not become

fluid when s.,turted with water, hence such materials shoull

be treated with the theories used in the design of retain

ing walls. Of curse, th.e w_kht is lighte:ied a/A the

angle of repose is lesrened by the ef:ect of water.

The conditions in Fig. 14 may e c()nsidered general

and practical in calculating streses and stability of dame

The hydrostatic .,;:reF,sure ia the reservoir and pool will be

based on the depth of water h a.d 11, respectively as if the

filling were not there, because of the reasons discussed
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under the heading of the uplift pressure. The horizontal

pressure P due to the filling abo (a'b'c') can be easily

determined by graphic methods (see "Walls, Blue and Grain

Elevators by Milo S. Ketchum, 2nd Ed. p. 48.) and the ver-

tical sreesure 1" due to abc (a'ble') will be the weight of

atc peeing throuh the center of gravity. The total pres-

sure will be the resultant R.

11. WIND PRESSURE

rind pressure should be considered in investigating

the pressure at the hlel when the reservoir is empty. When

the reservoir is full, there will be practically no wind

pressure downstream, while wind pressure upstream would in-

crease the stability.

12. WAVE ACTION

Wave action affects the denien of deems in two ways:

let. It is considered to increase the effective head

on the dam to the exteet of tee heleht of the wave. The

height of waves may be estieted from the fermul, given by

Thomas Stevenson,

h = 1.5; (2.5 - V35

in h is the hei6ht of wave in feet and F is the

fetch" or the longest line of exsosure of the eurface of

the water to the wind ess-reesed in Niles.

and. It is considered Lhe impact effect of waves that

breefe due to ete.iloeness of approach. The depth at wnich

wavee break has been found to vary from 1.7 to 2.7 of the
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height of the wave. Dr. Brysson Cunningham concludes a

valuable discussion on the subject by proposing the formula

for the pressure of waves due to impact

P 3.2 gh

P being 'the pressure in pounds per square foot, h the height

of wave in fet, h the acceleration of a body due to grav-

ity (see *Masonry Structures and Foundations" by Clement O.

Williams, let. Ed. p. 213,). So f,--r as the condition of

masonry dame is cnicerned, the effects of wave action may

be practically neglected, It is particularly true when a

certain amount Of ice pressure is llowed.

13. WEIGPT DAMS

The weight of a dam may be calculated as noon as the

dimensions of a are now and from the specific weight

of masonry used. The data of Table III (from Williamls

*design of Masonry Structures and Foundational') are common-

ly employed.

Table II. 'eight of Masonry in Dame

*Lass of Maso lb cu. f

Ashlar

Granite 165

Limestone 160

Sandstone r r - 140

Rubble

Granite 155

Limestone -- 150
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Sandstone 130

Concrete

Trap aggregate 150-160

Gravel 140-160

Granite 145-160

Limestone 145.450

Sandstone 130-140

Reinforced concrete add 6 per cent to

14. REACTION OF THE F UNDATION

The importance of a good solid rock foundation has

been emphasized in Chapter I. In any case, the foundation

must be at least as strong as the masonry used for ons

truction of dams. In most cases, the foundation is much

stronger than the masonry ased. As long as the allowed

stresses in the dam are safe, the foundation will also be

Fafe. The reaction in the foundation corresponds to the

stresses induced in the dam from all or part of the dis

cussed forces in this chapter.
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Chapter III.

*TRESSES IN DAMS AND sAATNEMATICAL DETER

MINATION OF PROFILES,

In the deaign of masonry dams only compressive stress

es are, of course, allowed, and they are determined on the

qualities of aggregates, cement, and proportions or water

Oement ratio. Although it is the modern tendency to in

crease the compressive stresses in concrete, the tensile

stresses are not yet considered in design.

With full comprehension of forces acting on a dam,

conditions in which a dam may be constructed, and the as
,

sumptions made in design, the analysis of a dam based on

elastic theory or too complicated equations is not nece

very. The failures of dams have been in most cases the re

suit of bad foundation or poor concrete rather than the ex

aoity of the profile. Dams designed in accordance with

principles established-by Sazilly and online as stated in

Chaater I, 1111 insure their safety. Some local pressures

at differeat places in a dam should be investigated under

separated operations as indicated'in nip. 15.

15. ILAXIMIN STPASSES AT THE Dow-AWE:AL FACE

Let P normal intensity on horizontal plane.

sheer intensity on a horizontal or vertical

plane.

Since the shear Fib;. (b) on the cuter face AC is

zero, the shear on a normal AB is also zero, therefore the
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stress on a plane A`! ie parallel to the outer face (sloe

Arts. 5 and 6 of Chap. V of 'Strength of Materials' by

George F. Swain.)

Taking BC 1 unit long, Sy the total intensity of

stress on the plane AB will be equal to SUB = Sxos 0

From the law of zsvertioal forces is sero.

Scos 0 P

whence S = Peso 0

This is a most important formula for fiadir the max-

imum stress on the inclined face of a dam, after the verti-

cal pressure is found by the trapesium law.

15. STRESSES AT TEE TOE

-There will be maximum pressure existing when the re-

servoir is rule. The shear together with a bending stress

may cause a tensile stress at such a point as B Fig. 15 (a)

to endanger that section. Therefore the toe should not be

too pointed. On account of the deep excavation for the

solid rock foundation, and the fillina for stability, the

safety of the toe sectiou would be larger than that indi-

cated by theory.

17. MS ILE STRESSES AT TEE FEEL

When the reservoir is full, the hydrostatic pressure

.is maximum while the downward pressure due to the weight of

the dam is minimum, if not zero, at the heel, so a diagonal

tension at the surface of the heel is induced, and a crack

may result at that section as indicated at D in Fig. 15 (a)
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This tensile stress, in actual structures, at this point

depends upon the union of the dam with the rock foundation.

A crack at this point is very bA, and causes activity

of the uplift pressure. The practical methods of prevent-

ing such tension (see Minutes of Proc. of the Inst. C. E.

Vol. CLXXII, p. 126) may be effected by backing the dam wit

an earth femb9nkment, so that pressure normal or nearly nor-

mal to the downstream face is secured, and by making the

upstrea31 face toe rounded as in Fig. 10 (a) and Fig. 12 (f)

It is also expedient to protect the heel and foundation

with impermeable materials.

18. STRESSES AT OR NEAR TT:E FOUVDATION.

Stresses due to the elep excavation, filling and uni-

fication of the dam and foundation, are undoubtedly influ-

enced. They, as indicated by experiments of models of dif-

ferent materials of plusticine, India- rubber, etc., at

foundation are uniform, which is less than that deterained

by the trapesium law. The reasons may t,e briefly stated as

follows: when the reservoir is full, the pressure is max-

imum at the toe and minimum at the heel, while the shear

due to the hydrostatic pressure is maximum at the heel and

minimum at the toe. On account of this conflicting condi-

tion, the stresses over the foundation are uniformly dis-

tributed.

19. DETERMINATION OF PROFILES

The methods of rnalyzing stresses in masonry dams, are
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based on the usual theories as st,:ted in Chap. I. Some of

the algebraic methods for determining a required profile

are elaborate and complicated in form, while others go into

finer state in a4plying the algebraic and integration

method. The books on this subject by Wegmann and Creager

are of the algebraic method, and the papers by Unwin, Hill

and Cain are of algebraic and integration method. (see

Bibliography.)

Dams have been designed and constructed under the same

set of conditions with and without allowance made for the

uplift and ice pressures. They are all standing success-

fully for service as discussed in Chap. II. The analysis

of stresses in a masonry dam is much like the analysis of

stresses of steel riveted joint of bridges where the stress

determined by theory are far away from true stresses. The

safety is mainly governed by specifications and practical

experience.

There is not yet a set of working equations for deter-

mining the most economical profile which take in simultan,.

eously all the forces that may act on the dam. A designer

must satisfy himself with A mixed process of trial, and

graphical and algebraic methods. Such process may assist

him in obtaining the most desirable profile by a few trials

Since the height of a &m is always first k_owas the

width of the base of the dam may be expressed in proportion

to its height in relations with forces acting on the dam by
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taking moments about the middle third point of downstream

side and considering the profile being triangular. Thus a

triangular profile is determined for the resisting moment

of the forces. In Creageres paper on 'The Economioal Top

Width of Non-overflow Dams," the most economical top width

for usual designing assumption is not zero, but lies gene?...

ally between 10 and 17 per cent of the height, and practi-

cally no economy iesults in selectin a top width for the

dam of practically uniform height less than about 14 per

cent of the height. In most cases of usual designing as-

sumption, the difference in economy is not more than 1 per

cent.

Since the bases of dams are different as the condi...

tiona of designing assumptions are different, the wider the

base the larger per cent of the height of a dam will make

for economical top width. As soon as the proper top width

is determined, the uniform depth can be determined. The

economical top width and the corresponding uniform depth

are added to the triangular profile which alone has a1..

ready enough weight and dimvsions tp resist the overturn-

ing moment. Since the added material is at the very effect

ive position to increase the resisting moment, the dimen-

sion of the base of the new profile will be lessened an

amount ac determined by the addition of the economical top

width. After a few trials, the new profile of least area

which given the required resisting moment will be obtained
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and investigated by the ordinary enuations for the safety

of stearing and maximum inclined stresses at both faces of

the dam.
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CY:AFTER TV

FPO,CTICAL CO:°f1DTPATIO778 IN

CONSTRUCTICE OF DAMS

Practical considerations, being mentioned in this

chapter, will concern both contractors and eagineere. The

success on construction of dams, as in any other type of

construction, results mainly front the combination of ade-

uate design and construction, of which the adequate con-

strwption is,the product of satisfactory cooperation of

engineer and co%tractor, so one must understand the other's

function as well as one's own. The following factors may

be considered essential and general:

ON TYE 14,PT OF CONTRACTOR

A. Estimates. In the preliminary estimate, the con-

tractor must consider the finamO.C1 dependableness and the

fairness of the owner, and the character, reputation, and

experience of the engineers on the job.

He must thoroughly consider and acquaint himself with

the physical site of the dam, the topography, water runoff,

high-water period, weather conditions, length of working

season, the remoteness and inaccessibility to the dam, and

the methods of river diversion. All those items must go

through the contractor's mind when he makes the estimate.

B. Excavation. - The character and depth of soil and

rock must be well considered. The depth of rook is not

uniform et a dam site and may be three times deeper at one
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part than at the other. The difficulty of deep excavation

must be well taken into consideration. The rock, unsatis-

factory for the foundation, must be excavated, while the

remaining must be left in natural condition as undisturbed

as possible, so shooting of rock cannot be done in the most

advantageous way because of two dangers of injuring the

plant and shaking the foundation.

In order to eliminate uplift pressure, there must be

good bond between the bed rock and the base of the dam. The

engineer will insist so much on the cleaning of foundation

that it must be done to his satisfaction. This means chet

all loose stuff must be removed, and the bed rock will be

toroughly scrubbed with wire brushes and jetted with com .

pressed air and water. This process is slow and costly.

C. Plant and method. - They are different, as the job

is different. It is true that on the smme job different

contractors would not emplpy the same plant and method.

When the final decision is made to them, the time limit,

transportation facilities, and topography must be taken

into consideration. The transportation may be provided by

railroad or highway. In all cases the concrete delivery

point should be well above the dam crest and chutes should

be amply large. A hillWe plant or a tower is adopted for

the job, to which the decision should be mad* based on phy-

sical conditions of a dam site. For long dame the trestle

plants with the mixer at the proper place may be advantage'
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eously employed. The plant should be provided with exten.

sion factor which should be at least 50 per vent beyond the

needs.

The supply of compressed ir, power, and light should

be ample and reliable. A complete machine shop and a saw

mill are essential, and other supalies such as rails, pumps

tank, pipe, cable, mils, cline, fittings, rope, wire 4nd

small tools should allays be kept well ahead of the needs.

Quarters must be adequate, sanitary, and equipped with

modern conveniences. Different Quarters should be provided

for the different shifts, and the food must be first class

in quality and variety. There Should be an ice plant, re.

frigerator, bakery, store for families, hospital with doc

tor and nurse in constant attendance,,police and fire pro

tection, postoffice, schools, amusement hall, and recrea

tion features. The contractor must do his beet to aarfect

the living conditions in order to make the work attractive

and bring contentment to laborers for the efficiency of

operation.

D. Organization. A saperintendent must be the man

who possesses economy, executive ability, tact, good judg

ment, energy, and should also have technical training and

intimate knowledge of all equipment and machinery, and ac

tual experience in such lines of construction.

Under the superintendent are carefully chosen heads of

departments as follows;
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(1) accounting and purchase: (2) CommilisorY:

(3) transportation: (4) excavation:

15) aggregates: (6) carpenters:

(7) rigging: (8) mechanics:

(9) electricity: (10) steel:

(11)concrete, and (12)engineering.

E. Transportation. The means for transportation must

e adequate and adaptable to the condition of the locality.

This may be done by railroad, motor truck, or tramways as

economy dictates.

Y. Diversion of water. - The plan of divert ng the wa-

ter from the river must be safe and adequate. A mistake in

judgment will not only mean a great damage to his plant and

work, but will cause a lose to the owner by delaying the

completion of the job.

G. Demolition. - As much s possible of the plant

should be sold at once. All equipment, whether to be sold

or retained, should be put in order and painted without de-

lay, and all loose parts should be marked to prevent con..

fusion and loss.

The essentials for a successful contractor as stated

above are mainly taisen from the excellent paper "Problems

in Concrete Dam Construction on the Pacific Coast" by

Arthur Bent, Trans. A. S. C. Z. Vol. 92, 1928, p. 1400.

21. ON TFE PART C? r)GINZER

A. Preliminary Investigation and Report. - After field
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surveys, inspections, examination on all available perti-

nent records of a proposed project, the engineer will pre.

pare a report on this prellminary investigation. In the re

port all main elements must be included and made definite

in order to permit the estimates of cost to serve as a

bases for financing.

B. Detailed Plane and Specifications. = Preparation of

detailed plans and specifications is certainly the most

difficult task of an engineer. The detailed plans and

specifications must be practical and scientific, and all

considerations such as operation, maintenance and future

extension must be justified by his nowledge and experience

to the aim of economy, appearance and permanency. The en-

gineer must visualize all the details, and each detail must

be justified by his knowledge akd experience. Each detail

must have purpose and fulfill its function in the project.

All details and specifications should be included in an or-

iginal contract. There should be no additions a.nd changes

if possible, in the future, so that it will be possible

for bidders to figure closely. Additions and changes in

most cases will cost more and be more troublesome than work

included in the original contrast.

C. Preparing Foundation. - All the earth or loose

material, and the disintegrated or unsatisfactory rook must

be removed, while the satisfactory sock should be left un-

disturbed by prohibiting strong explosions,
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D The Cutoff Trench. . It should be sufficiently

deep and wide and grouted with cement under pressure (100

to 200 lb. per sq. inch) to a required depth.

The cutoff wall. - It should be impervious and a good

bond to the cutoff trench.

E. The Factor of Safety in Concrete. . It should be

sufficiently large to cover the uncertainty in design and

the relatively lower strength of masonry poured in places
a

other than specimens. A,working stress for the maximum in-

olined compressfve pressure shauld be one-minth of the ul-

timate strength of the matanry a; maximum (see "Masonry

Dams" by Creager, p. 54.) The concrete at both upstream

and downstream faces of about 10 to 15 feet deep Should be

sufficiently rich in order to make the former more imper-

vious and the 1tter more weather-resistant.

74 The Influence of Weight of Masonry on Profile. -

In ordinary masonry construction, the maximum variation

In weight is about 7 pr cent. The profile of a gravity

dam will be affected by this variation a very slight am.

aunt. (See "The Design and Construction of Thyme, by Weg-

mann, p. 29 and Pl. X) The profile of a lighter weight of

concrete will be lrger than that of a heavier weight of

concrete for the ordinary height (about 190 feet) of dam.

Tor a greater depth, the reverse will be true because the

pressure at both faces of the dam reaches the safe limit

faster than if the weight of concrete is lighter.
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G. Pouring Concrete - Concrete must be poured on a

well prep red and cleaned foundc.tion as already diseased

in this chapter. Each daily work joint should oe cleaned

of all loose material or laitance with wire brush and wash-

ed with cement paste before the layer of concrete is pour-

ed. The daily work joints should be made rough by project-

ing out large stones, or roughenine.. the concrete, to secure

good bond between successive layers, and should be normal

to the line of principal stress. The aggregate should be

clean sand free from orgtAlic ntAerial, and the concrete must

be under control of the encineer in field to insure the

specified strength.

A. Uplift Pressure. - The uplift pressure must be

taken into consideration in the design of a dam. It is

more economical to reduce the uplift pressure by water

stops, cutoff trench, cutoff wall, cementation, and drains,

than to design it by increasing the dimensions and weight

of the dam.

I. Contraction Joints. - Concrete shrinks upon drying

und- swells when wet. It also is subjected to an increasing

temperature when chemical action occurs after concrete is

in place. Concrete explads and contracts as the heat gen.

erated by the chemical action, or resulting from seasonal

eltanges is evident. Since the permanency of concrete is

larzely dependent upon. the preservationf an integral our,-

face, it is desirable to cc itrol the form .and position of
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such cracks as produced from the various causes. The upper

ent cracks my be avoided by putting contraction joints at

certain intervals. When concrete contracts or shrinks, a

tensile stress is set up in the concrete, but since the ten

silo strength in concrete is uncertain, the intervals for

the contrection joints of dams, or any other concrete struc

ture can not es- determined by mathematical equations. By

practical experience, the contraction joints., however, are

found effective to reduce the visibleezracks, et intervals

of 40 to 50 feet. For dams of considerable heights, be

cause coeorete of loe'ex part is restrained by the founda

tion and the weight of the concrete of upper part, the in

tervals of contraction joints at lower part of the dem may

be twice the length of intervals at upper pert.

The contraction joints should be recessed to increase

friction in the passage for ter,tbrouh the darn at the

jointe, end provide a sufficient shearing area. One foot

deep and ten feet wide across the face of the contraction

joint may be considered aeaecod practice of the recess.

Grouting pressure stops at both upstream and downstream

faces, and a routing hole at each intervel of the recess

are provided during construction. After dams compeeted

for ample time to take the contration, in the cold winter

the contraction joints will ee grouted with cement under

pressure of 100 lb. per sq. inoh or more. This process

will not only tevent leakage through the dam, but also
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*ill effect an arch action. Contraction joints provided

for under this process are much better than those simply

painted hevily with h.1t as has been done in construe

tion of dams.
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